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Cheating is a concern in any 

academic discipline, and 

especially so in one leading to 

licensure and impacting patient 

safety.  As recent studies show an 

escalation in students declaring 

they have cheated, faculty have 

been increasingly focused on ways 

to deter this behavior.  The 

upsurge in availability of online 

education has only increased 

concerns about cheating.

Due to issues surrounding 

academic integrity in online 

programs, a descriptive 

correlational design study (pilot 

project) was implemented in an 

online pharmacology course 

required for accelerated BSN 

students.

One hundred forty-six students 

participated in the study over two 

semesters at six different sites. 

The sample included two separate 

cohorts of accelerated second 

degree BSN students enrolled in a 

10 week online pharmacology 

course in Fall 2013 and Spring 

2014. Scores on six home exams 

(three proctored and three non-

proctored) were compared during 

two semesters. The same exam 

with the same number of items 

was administered both semesters.  

The researchers selected Software 

Secure’s remote proctoring system

in which students were recorded 

using a webcam. IRB approval 

was obtained.
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TIME TO TEST SCORES SERENDIPITOUS RESULTS

• Time to test was significantly 
higher for non-proctored exams

• Could infer that when the 
student is not being videoed,
unapproved resources such as 
textbooks, test banks, or 
internet sites may be in use 
during the test

• Could also infer the student is 
being assisted by other 
classmates.

• Scores on non-proctored exams 
were significantly higher

• Could infer scores are lower on 
exams proctored by Remote 
Proctor because students are 
not able to cheat as easily or 
access unapproved resources 
when video proctoring is in 
place

• Advantage of using a webcam:  

FACULTY – Exam security

STUDENT – Even playing field

• Disadvantage of using a 

webcam:

FACULTY – Time required to

set up proctoring service and

align with school’s online 

learning platform; how to verify 

identify of student taking test

STUDENT – Technology

glitches and outdated software

and computers

MAJOR FINDING – SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN TIME TO TEST AND SCORES

Purpose

The purpose of this project was to determine if the utilization of a webcam 

during on demand proctoring for online quizzes would impact student scores 

and time to test.  Objectives of the study were to compare the following:

1.Student scores on proctored versus non-proctored quizzes

2.Time to test on proctored versus non-proctored quizzes
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